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✦ The Digital Manuscripts Toolkit’s Advisory Committee are about to review Oxford scholars’ 
project proposals to work with digitized manuscript materials

✦ Behind the scenes at the newly opened Weston Library, we have installed Imaging Service’s 
computer cluster and developed the content for the Samsung screens

✦ ORA-Data meets the EPSRC’s research data management policy deadline

✦ With colleagues from Special Collections, we were delighted to host delegates from FORCE 
2015 for an event celebrating 350 years of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society

✦ In February the millionth digitized manuscript image was published in the joint Bodleian-
Vatican Polonsky Foundation Digitization Project

✦ We are entering the final testing phase of the University’s groundbreaking digital 
infrastructure, the Virtual and physical Infrastructure Portfolio Redesign (VIPR)

✦ Celebrating Early English Books Online Text Creation Partnership’s first 25,000 XML-
encoded texts becoming freely available to the public, we hosted a hackfest

✦ In January we organized a Resource Discovery mini-conference, bringing together 
expertise from the University Libraries and Museums 

✦ Well established as a repository for research outputs, the Oxford Research Archive (ORA) 
delivers much more for the academic community

✦ January saw the launch of the new Early Modern Letters Online website, part of the 
Mellon-funded Cultures of Knowledge project led by Professor Howard Hotson

✦ Our joint Bodleian Digital-Oxford e-Research seminar series continues, with recent visits 
from Professor J. Stephen Downie and the British Library Labs team

✦ Registration has opened for the Digital Humanities at Oxford Summer School, a long-
standing successful collaboration between departments and services across the University 

✦ On Shakespeare’s birthday, we review the Bodleian First Folio on tour, digitally
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